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Field Report on the Forest Concession (Permis d’Exploiter) of THEODOR NAGEL
TIMBERTRADE, HAMBURG for Exporting Ebony from the Masoala Peninsula

Introduction
M. D. Krauth, CEO of THEODOR NAGEL TIMBERTRADE, and his chief buyer M. F.
Wahrenburg came to Zurich Zoo on February 15, 2010 in order to convince us about the
legality of the ebony wood that they imported from the Masoala region, Madagascar. This visit
was because we had questioned the legal origin, basing on forest inventories (Kremen et al.
1999, Anonymous 1994). M. Krauth informed us that THEODOR NAGEL TIMBERTRADE imported in
2009 50m3 Ebony from THUNAM ROGER ET CIE, Antalaha.
This
ebony
was
exported
under
the
Permis
d’Exploiter
no.
045
MEF/SG/DG/DGDRF/SGRF/EF O.04/02/03 issued to M. TSION Badady (Annex I). Despite
the fact that THEODOR NAGEL TIMBERTRADE imported raw sawn ebony boards (Plaquettes) this
timber was declared as finished product (Bois d’Eben finis, Annex III) in the export document.
The 500 ha forest concession of concern in this Permis d’Exploiter is described as:
“Ankoalahidibe-Andranomatahitra” Fokontany Tanambao-Ampanio, Commune Rurale de
Vinanivao ; « délimité au Nord par une forêt domaniale, à l’Ouest par une forêt domaniale, au
Sud par une forêt domaniale, et une rizière et konkona, à l’Est par une forêt domaniale ».

General observations about the Permis d’Exploiter
This concession was issued not to the exporting company THUNAM ROGER ET CIE, but to
TSION Badady. According to the Arrete Interministriel no3/2009 only BODY Thierry was
authorised in 2009 to export ebony, but not THUNAM ROGER ET CIE (Annex II), who is the
provider of ebony imported by THEODOR NAGEL TIMBERTRADE (Annex III).

Field report from the concession
THEODOR NAGEL TIMBERTRADE promised to provide us with the “plan-croquis”, showing
the exact location of the 500 ha forest concession, which is part of the Permis d’Exploiter
(Annex I) to enable us to assess the site. However, despite several inquiries the company has,
as of the time of this report, failed to deliver this document. In spite of the fact of not having the
“plan-croquis”, we were able to locate the concession with support of Wildlife Conservation
Society Madagascar (WCS), and the Masoala National Park Service (Annex IV).
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On November 8, 2010 we visited this forest block and performed a transect inventory
of all ebony stumps and standing ebony (Diospyros sp.) trees. The transect was carried out by
Jean-Luc Mora (Forester of WCS), Jao Aridy (Ranger and Botanist of Masoala National Park),
Dr. Martin Bauert (Botanist Zoo Zurich) and Simon (Local guide of Ankilahila). The field team
was accompanied by Kristina Karrer (Swiss Journalist) and Peter Baumann (Photographer). We
censused to a distance of 5m to the left and 5m to the right of the transect. All standing ebony
trees or ebony stumps were identified with unique GPS coordinates and the diameter at breast
high (DBH) for standing trees was measured. The diameter of stumps was measured, its
probable DBH and the minimal time span since cutting was estimated. The full data is compiled
in Annex V.

Start of Transect

S15° 35,981’ E050° 19,127’

End of Transect

S15° 35,439’ E050° 19,090’

Length of Transect

1.007km

Width of transect

10m

Surface of transect

1,007ha

Table 1: Transect location, length and surface investigated

Cut before
2000

Cut after 2000

0

-

-

Standing ebony 3
trees carved to the
core-wood

0

-

-

Ebony stumps

1

8

0

standing
trees

DBH / stump

DBH / stump

below 47cm

equal or above
47cm

ebony 11

7

Table 2: Summary of ebony trees and stumps detected in the transect
To better understand the local history of the area, an interview was held with local
resident Simon at Ankilahila: Simon helped with the exploitation of ebony in this region. He
stated that the exploitation of ebony started in the region of Ankilahila in1984 and ended in
1998 because there was no ebony left that was worth for exploitation.
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Conclusions
According to Madagascar forestry regulations, timber of category 2 (2° catégorie)
under which ebony falls, must have a minimal DBH of 47cm to be exploited (Malagasy Forest
Law: ARRETE N° 13.855/2001)
In the examined transect surface of 1,007 ha only one cut ebony tree had the legal
demanded DBH of minimal 47cm. In contrast ten infractions of the forestry regulations were
documented: seven ebony trees with diameter at breath high (DBH) of 12-40cm had been cut.
Three ebony trees with DBH 40cm and below were carved to the core wood, which is also
forbidden by the forest regulations.
All detected ebony stumps were in a progressed stage of decomposition and starting to
be overgrow by strangling figs and lianas. It was evident from these physical conditions, that
all stumps had been cut before 2000, which is also supported by the statement of the local
resident.
The observed original density of about 1 ebony tree per hectare with an exploitable
DBH of more than 47cm is in line with the extant forestry inventories, that were established
during the delimitation of the National Park boundaries in that region (Kremen et al. 1999,
Anonymous 1994). This inventory reports a frequency of exploitable ebony (Diospyros sp.) of
1 tree per hectare, making 0,16m3/ha volume of exploitable ebony in logs or 0,04m3/ha
volume of sawed ebony timber (volume moyen en bois scié par ha). Basing on this density of
ebony, which is confirmed by our transect inventory, only 20m3 of sawed ebony timber could
be legally gained of the 500ha concession in quest.
Since the Visa of the Permis d’Exploiter dates from 26.01.2000 and since we were not
able to detect any sign, that ebony was cut in this concession after the year 2000, and
considering the normal mean volume of ebony per hectare, we must conclude that the ebony
imported by THEODOR NAGEL TIMBERTRADE under the presented permit does not come from this
concession but must have another, illegal source. Kohlhöfer and Smith (2010) documented in
their field report, that the ROGER THUNAM CIE is currently cutting ebony within the boundaries of
the Masoala National Park.
Dr. Martin Bauert
Curator of Conservation and Botany
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Annex I
Permis d’Exploiter presented by Theodor Nagel Timbertrade Page 1
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Annex II
The 13 operators officially recognized as dealing in precious wood 2009 (Investigations into
the Global Trade in Malagasy Precious Woods: Rosewood, Ebony and Pallisander, Global
Witness and the Environmental Investigation Agency (US) in cooperation with Madagascar
National Parks, the National Environmental and Observatory and the Forest Administration of
Madagascar, October 2010)
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Annex III
Document showing the shipment of ebony from STÉ. THUNAM ROGER to THEODOR NAGEL
TIMBERTRADE in 2009.
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Annex IV
Localisation of the forest concession derived from description in the Permis d’Exploiter no. 045
MEF/SG/DG/DGDRF/SGRF/EF O.04/02/03 issued to M. TSION Badady.
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Annex V
Table of all ebony trees and stumps in the transect; GPS coordinates, DBH, in braked estimated
DBH for stumps, stump diameter, observations

Field
book
no

Location

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

S15°35,964’
S15°35,945’
S15°35,945’
S15°35,937’
S15°35,931’
S15°35,921’
S15°35,919’
S15°35,914’
S15°35,901’
S15°35,866’
S15°35,775’
S15°35,972’
S15°35,972’
S15°35,702’
S15°35,659’
S15°35,643’
S15°35,623’
S15°35,626’
S15°35,617’
S15°35,567’
S15°35,567’
S15°35,501’

E050°19,121’
E050°19,109’
E050°19,109’
E050°19,105’
E050°19,109’
E050°19,109’
E050°19,106’
E050°19,128’
E050°19,109’
E050°19,107’
E050°19,008’
E050°19,070’
E050°19,070’
E050°19,063’
E050°19,083’
E050°19,085’
E050°19,087’
E050°19,087’
E050°19,089’
E050°19,100’
E050°19,097’
E050°19,101’

Standing
Tree= T
Stump: S

(estimated)
DBH cm

T
T
T
T
S
S
S
S
T
T
T
T
T
T
S
S
T
T
T
S
T
S

23
35
25
24
(12)
(40)
(40)
(15)
12
10
6
40
15
12
(50)
(35)
35
7
25
(40)
25
(25)

Stump
diameter

observations

Carved to core

12
43
25x60
15

At
At
At
At

least
least
least
least

10
10
10
10

years
years
years
years

old
old
old
old

Carved to the core

50
35

At least 12 years old
At least 10 years old

40

At least 10 years old
Carved to the core
At least 10 years old

25

